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A COLLEGE PLACEMENT TEAM  -  MORE DEVELOPMENT, MORE EXPOSURE, MORE OPPORTUNITIES

ONE MJDP TEAM, ONE FACILITY -PROFESSIONAL STAFF,  PERSONAL GYM, SHOOTING GALLERY + UNLIMITED ICE

OVER 150+ NCAA/ACHA PLAYERS PLACED / 2013-17 USAH NAHL OPPORTUNITIES LEADER WITH 30+

SOME FORMER PLAYERS EXAMPLES:   *PICTURED    
*STEVE OLEKSY (PIT NHL) ’02-’05 JETS  
*ALEX NEDELJKOVIC (CAR NHL)  ’12-’13 JETS 
*KEVIN SHAND (MSOE NCAA) ’14-’16 JETS  
*JAKE GWILLIM (AUR NCAA) ’16-’17 JETS  
RYAN BLOOM (NEC NCAA)  ’14-’15 JETS 
DEVIN WILLIAMS (OHL/CIS)  ’12-’13 JETS 

JAKE DRINKARD (LU NCAA)  ’14-’16 JETS 
DAVID CHAVIS (SMU NCAA)  ’14-’16 JETS 
JAKE RUTKOSKE (FINLANDIA NCAA) ’14-’16 JETS 
PEARCE VANCE (WSU NCAA)  ’14-’16 JETS 
JAKE STEPHAN (CON NCAA) ’14-’15 JETS 
MICHAEL TRATAR (ADRIAN ACHA) ’15-’16 JETS 
KAMERON LIMBURG (WSU NCAA) ’14-’16 JETS 
DEVIN KELLEY (ADRIAN NCAA) ’11-’12 JETS  
many more….. 



Did you know that University Hockey programs recruit 90% of their players from Junior hockey 
teams?  Did you know that University Hockey coaches spend more than 2/3s of their season 
recruiting, communicating and inviting perspective student-athletes to their school?  If you have not 
been contacted by one of those, you will more than likely not get an opportunity to play or receive 
additional grant money after admission.  

The Metro Jets Development Program (MJDP) provides an environment for hockey players to receive 
the highest grade of development and exposure.  This opportunity allows elite student-athletes to 
pursue collegiate opportunities at the NCAA and ACHA levels while playing for a competitive hockey 
program. The MJDP Team is a college placement program and our goal is to prepare our 
developmental level student-athletes to play at the highest possible level, to find the right college or 
university academically and athletically, and to continue their goal while participating in a high-
performance hockey program.

The MJDP is unique and seeks young men who are serious about their hockey development, their 
education and reaching their peak potential. In the pursuit of these goals we recognize and support 
the interrelationships between their athletics, academics and hockey development. Our staff is 
experienced, professional and helped develop and advance an unprecedented amount of hockey 
players over the years.  We provide the coaching, teaching, training, counseling and guidance during 
the season to insure every player finds success. 

We have a very successful junior advancement and college-placement record, and our graduates 
have become leaders on their teams. A significant number of our players have taken advantage of 
the platform provided here by the Metro Jets Organization.  In the past 4 years alone, no other Junior 
Development Program has provided more NAHL opportunities (call-ups) during the season or NCAA/
ACHA commitments.  

The MJDP players are a team made up of players between the ages of 17-20. The MJDP team will 
participate a competitive 40+ games schedule that includes NCAA, ACHA and Junior A competition.  
Because of the affiliation with the top nationally ranked Metro Jets Jr.A team (NA3HL), players will 
also have the opportunity to train and play select Junior A games during the season with the NA3 club 
which shares the same building.  

Athletically, our full-time staff is nationally recognized for our utilization of innovative teaching 
methods as well as player development. We are extremely proud of our reputation for the 
development of players through the MJDP. We place a premium on developing players that are 
responsible, accountable, problem solvers and are good decision-makers. The MJDP team’s 
exposure platform is like none other.  Players not only get to play in a competitive schedule, but are 
constantly provided exposure and feedback from the very programs they seek to find opportunities 
with.  In addition to the hockey, the team will be given the opportunity to see college campuses first 
hand with comprehensive team tours and seminars.  Because of the relationships and advancements 
the MJDP staff hold, they are in constant communication with university hockey programs and can 
help educate the MJDP team players the process and how to maximize opportunities.  

In order to join or receive more information on the MJDP team, you must fill out the MJDP Interest 
Form and a representative will be in touch with you.  

- MJDP Team 



*Please fill out all necessary fields
- Send in form options:
1. Print/Scan/Email to mjdpteam@gmail.com
2. Print/Mail/Drop off at MJDP 34400 Utica Rd, Fraser MI 48026
3. Visit webpage and fill online form www.MetroJetshockey.com

Full Name:

DOB:

Last Team:

Position:

Shoot/Catch:

Height:

Weight:

Current School:

GPA/SAT/ACT:

Phone #:

Email:

Address:

Comments:




